GREETINGS from the Organisers of ICM 2010

As you may be aware, The International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) of 2010 will take place during August 19 - 27 at the Hyderabad International Convention Centre, Hyderabad, India. We urge you to participate in the Congress and help us make it a great success.

The preparations for the Congress are now underway. Some information about the city of Hyderabad, pre-registration, registration, some practical information about visiting India etc. can be found at our web-site

www.icm2010.org.in

A list of satellite conferences that are being planned is also available at the web-site.

Detailed instructions for registration, financial aid programs, as well as information on Hotel accommodation, list of invited speakers, lecture program, cultural program etc. will be put on the web-site as and when they get finalised.

On-line pre-registration will start on May 15, 2009 at the icm2010 web-site. It does not involve any payment. The pre-registered participants will be apprised of new developments by e-mail and will receive reminders of upcoming deadlines. Please do pre-register if you intend to participate: it will be of great help to us in our planning the event.

If you do not wish to receive any further announcements, please reply to this message with "unsubscribe" on the subject line.

We look forward to your participation at the ICM 2010 in Hyderabad.

Rajat Tandon
Secretary
Executive Organizing Committee
ICM 2010